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Abstract. The continuous development of product lifecycle management
(PLM) technology depicts many needs for clarification and action especially in
PLM understanding and PLM implementation. The adaptation and customizing
of PLM technologies become unavoidable and implicate high expenditure in
form of costs, time and effort which is often underestimated by organizations.
Despite of the importance of PLM adaptation and PLM customizing and its influence on the success of a PLM implementation project, there is no clear basis
for an understanding of what PLM adaptation and customizing really is. Furthermore a lack of solution approaches exists that can guide companies during
the process of PLM adaptation and customizing. The aim of this paper is to
build a foundation for understanding PLM and the customizing of PLM. Furthermore a solution area beyond the software driven focus will be suggested
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Introduction

Product lifecycle management (PLM) has become essential for companies in order to
deal with the challenges of the era of digitalization, net economy or in other words the
internet of things. For reducing costs, shortening innovation cycle and development
schedules [1], acting and collaborating globally by increasing complexity in products
and processes, companies require innovative approaches which accompany their
products through the entire lifecycle. These approaches built the core idea of PLM.
For the purpose of realizing this idea and enabling the management of the company’s
products all the way across their lifecycle [2], PDM/PLM vendors offer PDM/PLM
solutions that represent a combined set of IT application frameworks and a PDM
backbone [3].
The implementation of such solutions however requires a cost and time intensive
adaptation in special customizing, since the PDM/PLM solution itself as well as the

enterprise (company), which is implementing the PDM/PLM, has to deal with various
challenges, as summarized in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Challenges and drivers for PLM Adaptation and PLM Customizing

Firstly, companies have diversified processes which are mostly historically grown and
a heterogeneous IT landscape that is fragmented through the entire enterprise [4].
Only inside the product development are diverse domains with different requirements.
For instance, in the automotive industry the development of electronic components
requires other information, data, knowledge and accordingly tools and methods than
the development of sheet metal components. In some extent the requirements are
extremely domain or task-specific, so an in-house solution is generated or a thirdparty solution is integrated to fulfill these requirements. Unfortunately PDM/PLM
vendors can still not offer simple opportunities to integrate third-party task-specific
solutions except their own applications [3]. Secondly, PDM/PLM solutions do still
not have the capability or functionality to cover the broad base of product development practices that companies execute among different even global product markets
[5]. Additionally, companies need intelligent solutions that assist, anticipate and automate engineering activities. However, PDM/PLM solutions as know of today are
not capable of generating such intelligence [3]. Thirdly, with the aim of complying
with many PLM functionalities, PDM/PLM vendors merged different applications,
components or modules in their existing platform and hence increased the technical
complexity but on the other hand reduced the flexibility of their products [5]. The
companies though need user-centered solutions with a higher level of usability and
thus flexibility.
The above specified problems induce a long PLM adaptation process and an expensive PLM customizing procedure. However, also due to the marketing concept of
PDM/PLM vendors, companies are not aware of the impact of PLM adaptation and
customizing on the success of PLM implementation. Moreover, they are vastly underestimated. Such misalignment can have disastrous results such as a significant extension in project time (double or triple of the originally estimated timeline), vastly increasing costs for PLM implementation as well as unsatisfied, unmotivated PLM
project teams and even shut down of the entire PLM implementation.
Due to the importance of PLM adaptation and PLM customizing, this paper primarily
aims to give a broad understanding of PLM itself and its adaptation and customizing.

After clarifying the research approach in chapter 2, a conceptional framework is presented in chapter 3 for better understanding the scope of PLM. In order to describe
PLM customizing as a part of PLM adaptation (chapter 4) the terminology of customizing is given in chapter 5. A conceptional framework for PLM customizing is suggested in chapter 6. Finally in chapter 7 an outlook for further researches and work is
discussed.
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Research Approach

The research approach is based on the Design Research Methodology (DRM) [6] and
covers a comprehensive research plan, as shown as in figure 2.
The theoretical framework (step 1) and a qualitative study with experts to represent
the state of the art in industry (step 2) were given in [7]. Constitutively, this paper
focuses on the state of the art in theory (step 3) and suggests a conceptional framework for the PLM and PLM adaptation (step 4). A model for a successful PLM customizing procedure is being developed and validated (step 5) and will subsequently
presented in further publications.

Fig. 2. Research Approach
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Conceptional Framework for Understanding PLM

The basic idea of PLM arose with the evolution of computer-based solutions and applications in engineering design (e.g. computer aided design (CAD)) and manufacturing (e.g. computer integrated manufacturing (CIM)) in the 1970s. In the 1980s the
necessity of managing all the engineering data produced by the tools led to the development of engineering data management (EDM) and furthermore product data management (PDM), which represents the backbone for a PLM solution [8]. In the 1990s
simultaneously to the advancement of PDM the first generation of enterprise applications was introduced (e.g. enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship
management (CRM), supply chain management (SCM)). Each of these applications
emphasizes a particular lifecycle phase of a product and does not consider its’ whole
lifecycle. Consequently, at the end of the 1990s, the PLM approach was born: to enable a platform for creating, organizing and disseminating all product related infor-

mation, data, knowledge through all stages of a product lifecycle from the ideation to
the point of disposal /recycling [2,9].
Since PLM has its roots in computer-based solutions, it is mainly considered as an IT
solution and still defined in many industries as a synonym for PDM [10]. However
PLM is more than that, it is “an integrated, information-driven approach comprised
... all aspects of a product's life, from its design through manufacture, deployment and
maintenance - culminating in the product's removal from service and final disposal”
[8].

Fig. 3. Conceptional Framework for PLM

In order to realize the main idea of PLM it is essential to understand the scope of
PLM in a holistic approach. Hence based on literature, the state of the art and our
industrial experience we purposed a conceptual framework for PLM, concerning all
relevant aspects of a product lifecycle (figure 3). Mainly the following models provided input for our framework:
─ MTO 1 Approach [11]: The success of implementing computer-aided systems depends on a comprehensive approach taking into consideration the technique, the
organization as well as its design but also the employee and his/her qualification.
STROHM and ULICH came to this conclusion after many years of analyzing designing computer aided systems (here GRIPS 2) and developed the MTO-Approach.
The approach does not only highlight the importance of organization but also comprises the aspects of work psychology in a technical environment. In our framework we expand this approach on further depending aspects in the context of PLM.
─ The Engineering Operation System (EOS) [3,12]: In 2013 Fraunhofer IPK and TU
Berlin proposed the integrative EOS model with the aim of depicting a holistic approach for product and manufacturing engineering and the associated development
environments. The main focus of EOS is the interaction of four different levels or
1

2

MTO stands for the german acronyms: M for „Mensch“ (human), T for Technik (technique),
O for „Organisation“ (organization)
GRIPS illustrares the german concept “Gestaltung rechnerunterstützter integrierter Productionssysteme” (eng: desging of computer aided integrated production systems)

areas: (1) process and organization, (2) engineering activities, (3) data and information and (4) (IT)-tools and applications). Their interaction is key for engineering
and this can be used as a foundation to unfold the complete potential of PLM. In
addition to product and manufacturing engineering we consider in our framework
also the phases of production, after sales management and end of life management,
with their related processes and activities.
In the following the components of our framework will be explained.
3.1

Organization

Many studies define the organization as an essential component of PLM. Still, a detailed description of the scope of organization in PLM context is not given. In this
study organization comprises the structural organization as well as the operation execution. The enterprise size, type and value, the operation level (e.g. global) and the
organizational culture all represent important criteria which have to be considered in
order to successfully realize PLM. The function of organization covers all management activities (e.g. decision-taking, setting of objectives [2], defining the strategy
and vision) and management functions (e.g. governance and compliance, analytics
and reporting, economics calculation [13]).
3.2

Human

The human factor in PLM context is mentioned in studies concerning the resource
aspect, the importance of skills with its relevant facets, as well as in engineering and
its activities (e.g. [12]). Beyond these aspects we consider in our concept the approach
of information ergonomics and the science of work psychology in PLM context.
3.3

Technology

The dimension of information and communication technology (ICT) is very commonly assessed to describe PLM in a most specific way. This aspect is also defined as
PLM system to highlight (generally one singular) software system. Furthermore, to
describe a whole environment of IT infrastructure which enables PLM, the terminus
PLM solution is used. In our study we use the term technology to comprise all “mechanical art” [14] components that purpose the realization of PLM. Additionally to
the common PDM/PLM solutions (software & applications) we also consider technologies such as augmented reality or even enterprise social media 3.
3

Enterprise social media is defined as: “Web-based platforms that allow workers to (1) communicate … or broadcast messages to everyone in the organization; (2) explicitly indicate
or implicitly reveal particular coworkers as communication partners; (3) post, edit, and sort
text and files linked to themselves or others; and (4) view the messages, connections, text,
and files communicated, posted, edited and sorted by anyone else in the organization at any
time of their choosing.”[15]

3.4

Process

The processes are usually considered as a part of the organization within the scope of
business process in many studies analyzing PLM components. Supplementary regarding the lifecycle processes of a product a process oriented focus on PLM also exists.
In our study, additionally to existing approach, we consider process as an organizational specification and moreover as framework which is agile and flexible since it is
“lived” and formed by people in order to fulfill activities in the lifecycle of the product. Therefore, processes are represented in our framework in combination with organization and the human factor.
3.5

Method

A method is defined as „a particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching
something” [16]. In the context of PLM such procedure is usually mentioned as a
component for company-specific PLM solutions and used as a synonym for tools,
techniques or equipment which support the management of information through the
product lifecycle. Similarly we characterize methods as procedure for performing the
activities or tasks by people in a technological environment. Thus, methods are illustrated with the focus of human factor and the technology.
3.6

Functionality

In the scope of PLM functionalities are mentioned in order to define capabilities of
PDM/PLM solutions. Beyond that we consider the functionality as a technological
framework which supports the mapping of processes defined by the organization.
Therefore we represent the functionality of PLM in the context with organization and
technology.
3.7

Information / Knowledge / Data

The main idea of PLM involves all facets of knowledge management, since PLM
supports the gaining, organization and reusing of knowledge through the lifecycle of a
product [9]. Beyond the approach of information management in the scope of PLM,
which is also presented as closed-loop PLM (e.g. [17]), in our concept, we also consider the vision of knowledge. While information is defined as data “that is organized
to describe a particular situation or condition’, knowledge additionally includes perspectives, concepts, truths, beliefs, judgments, expectations, and know-how in the
scope of human factor [18].

4

PLM Adaptation and PLM Customizing

The realization of PLM in companies implies an alteration in the whole enterprise,
since PLM concerns the entire company environment. Based on our conceptional

framework we illustrate the three types of PLM adaptation as PLM change management, PLM adoption and PLM customizing (figure 4).

Fig. 4. Scope of PLM Adaptation

We describe the organizational adaptation as PLM change management. The main
focus of the adaptation in the context of PLM change management is the organizational environment but it affects all PLM components such as human and technology
through the adaptation of processes, methods and functionalities. PLM change management contains the approaches of cultural change management, business reengineering and others. On the other hand PLM adoption is described as the human specific adaptation of PLM and includes aspects such as software ergonomics or human–
computer interaction. Although the human factor is at the center, the implication of
PLM adoption broadens all aspects of PLM with the adaptation of methods, processes
and functionalities. In this paper, we concentrate on PLM customizing, which can be
described as the technological adaptation of PLM with an impact of the entire PLM
scope including the human factor and the technology as well as the processes, the
functionalities and the methods.

5

Understanding Customizing

In industry PLM customizing is interpreted very differently (e.g. [7]) even within
the same PLM project. Hence a homogeneous understanding of customizing is essential for a successful realization of PLM.
Customizing or customization is defined in literature as “the action of modifying
something to suit a particular individual or task” [16]. In the context of business and
management customizing is the “design and development of a product to meet the
specific requirements of a single customer” [19]. Besides the view of business management, economics or academic, in detail the definition of customizing strongly

differs from the product itself which is customized and from the producer of the product. In the field of information and communication technology especially enterprise
software terms such as configuration, modification, parametrization, in house development or out of the box (OOTB) are used to describe customization. The business
area of SAP describes customizing as a tool-assisted parametrization and adaptation
of the software to the company-specific requirements without any programming [20],
whereas the PLM vendor Siemens PLM characterizes customizing as any adaption,
extension and change in the software by using several different applications and
toolkits including code generation and programming [21].We define customizing, as
shown in Figure 5, as any change and individualization in the context of PDM/PLM
solution or rather PLM technology. For instance, in the scope of a PDM/PLM solution
PLM customizing comprises workflow generation, a new object in data modelling or
an added attribute as well as an extension programming for task-specific functionalities.

Fig. 5. The Scope of Customizing

The raise in change of the PLM technology leads to more expenditure in programming, but usually also to more functionality. Additionally the release ability is getting
reduced. On the other hand more individualization induces larger process mapping
but also less flexibility. Supplementary the dependencies and mutual reactions of the
PLM technology increase. Therefore it is very important to understand PLM customizing towards defining a strategy for PLM adaptation.

6

Solution space for PLM Customizing

As mentioned in chapter 1, for the purpose of enabling a better fit of the PLM technology with the company-specific requirements PLM customizing is inevitable. After
defining the comprehension of PLM customizing we suggest a solution space for
PLM customizing as shown in Figure 6 aiming to support the decision of how to customize in the scope of PLM technology. In our concept companies which implement

the PLM technology, are defined as PLM user whereas the provider of the PLM technology is defined as PLM vendor.

Fig. 6. Solution Area for PLM Customizing

The goal of both PLM user and PLM vendor should be Area I. In this space, any
changes in the PLM technology are conducted by the vendor and hence included in
the standard technology; the support is also done by the vendor. The collaboration
between vendor and user both on the strategic and on the operative level is very high.
This leads to a “win-win situation”, especially for innovative business segments. For
instance many industry specific modules offered by PDM/PLM vendors are based on
special requirements from PDM/PLM users or even more from their “in-house solutions” which are then converted in the out of box solution. Area II comprises all kinds
of configuration and is usually performed by using the applications or toolkits suggested and supported by the vendor. Although this area is also considered as “good
customizing” it is associated with many costs concerning performing and testing (including regression tests). Beyond that the toolkits and applications which are offered
by the vendor to perform the configuration can change or even become obsolete. In
this case the maintenance of the scope of customizing has then to be supported by the
PLM user and hence will move in Area IV. Area III comprises commonly the integration and interoperability subjects, with other words the PLM extensibility. The initial
customizing is performed by the vendor and the support and operation is done by the
user. The integration of PDM/PLM solutions with CAD solutions or ERP solutions
are typical examples of this area. It is also possible that the vendor develops certain
interfaces for the user, which will then be placed in Area I. In that case it is very important to have verified regulations and agreements regarding the collaboration and
cooperation between vendor and user. Area IV comprises all kind of modification and
extension programming and should be avoided by the user. Not only that the performing, testing and supporting of customizing causes very high costs and extensions of
the implementation time but also the ability to release a new PLM technology is vulnerable. However, in practice, many companies are located in Area IV and imperatively need to develop strategies to change in a different area.

7

Conclusion and Outlook

The realization of PLM poses many challenges for companies that are implementing PLM technologies as well as for the vendor of the PLM technology itself. Especially customizing, as a part of PLM adaptation, has a broad and varied impact of
PLM implementation. In this paper, we primarily provided a comprehensive framework for understanding the main idea of PLM. Adapted from the proposed PLM
framework we described PLM customizing as a part of PLM adaptation and suggested a solution area for companies to deal with the challenges concerning PLM customizing.
Since PLM customizing in the state of the art is unavoidable, studies that suggest a
detailed framework for executing PLM customizing would be very valuable. Such
studies should give a deep understanding of the PLM customizing process by considering not only the input and output parameters, but also the drivers and the stakeholders. For instance a stakeholder analysis under consideration the customer-supplier
relationship would help organizations to define the suitable collaboration model and
method within the PLM implementation project, not only on the operative and tactical
level, but also on the strategic level. Furthermore, there is a lack of usable, expedient
KPIs for PLM customizing. Studies that define such parameters and propose a suitable valuation model would draw great attention not only in the industrial, but also in
the academic field.
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